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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider several types of problems related to elliptic and parabolic 
equations with boundary conditions, their relation to diffusions that are 
reflected from or absorbed on a boundary, finite difference approximations 
to the partial differential equations and Markov chain approximations to the 
processes, relations between the discrete and continuous problems, and the 
problem of convergence of these approximations. Such partial differential 
equations and processes arise in various applications in stochastic control 
theory and elsewhere, and our results yield an interesting technique of 
approximation and numerical analysis, and an invariance theorem for a 
sequence of approximations to the diffusion process with reflections, which 
is closely related to the convergence of the sequence of discrete approximations 
to the partial differential equation, and indeed, implies such convergence to 
the correct functions. This work is an extension of that of Kushner [l-3] and 
Kushner and Yu [4-61 to processes with at least partially reflecting boundary 
conditions. Heavy use is made of the model, techniques, and results of Strook 
and Varadhan [7]. The invariance theorem is adapted to our needs, and only 
partially overlaps that of [7]. 
Let G denote a bounded open set which is the integrior of its closure and 
partition the boundary aG into disjoint segments iiG, , aG,, each not 
necessarily connected, but having at most finitely many segments and aG, 
relatively open (to avoid a detail concerning the finite difference approxima- 
tion near the boundary). Further conditions on 8G,, aG, will be given 
below. Let g(e), k(.), o(v), a(.) > 0 and /3( .) > 0 be real-valued continuous 
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functions on G with U(X) > 01,, > 0 for a real 01~ . Let e(.) denote a real-valued 
continuous function on Rr. Let y(e) = (~~(a),..., y .(e)) denote a Lipschitz 
continuous RT valued function on e and suppose that f(m) = {fi(.),...,f,.(.)} 
and u(.) = {oii(.), i, j = I,..., r) denote continuous Rr and r x Y matrix- 
valued functions on c, resp. let a( .) = u( .) a’( .)/2 and define the operator 9 
bY 
Consider the following sets of equations1 
.9V(x) + k(x) - a(x) V(x) = 0, 
y’(x) V,(x) + g(x) - B(x) Q) = 0, 
l’(x) = e(x), 
Vf(X, t) + mqx, t) + k(x) = 0, 
PV,(X, 4 + Y’(X) ~z(x) - B(x) W) + g(4 = 0, 
(where p = 1 or 0), 
V(x, t) = e(x), 
V(x, T) = v(x), 
XEG (14 
XE3Gb (lb) 
x E aG, (14 
x E G x [0, T) (2a) 
XEaG, x [O, T) 
(2b) 
x E aG, x [O, T) (2c) 
x E e. (24 
[In (2a)-(2c), the functions a, f, K, p, y, j3, 0, and g can depend continuously 
on time if we wish.] 
In Section 2, we discuss the probabilistic interpretation of (1) and (2) 
given by Strook and Varadhan [7] and write a probabilistic representation 
of the solutions. In Section 3, the finite difference approximations to (1) 
are developed and a probabilistic interpretation and solution are given. It is 
shown that the finite difference equations are related to a family of Markov 
chains. Section 4 contains some estimates which are needed for the conver- 
gence theorem, and in Section 5, it is shown that the family of chains 
converges “weakly” to a diffusion with reflection (as defined in [7]) as the 
finite difference intervals go to zero. Section 6 shows that the finite difference 
solutions converge to the solution of (l), d iscusses the case where a(.) = 0, 
and gives some examples illustrating the conditions. In Section 7, we sketch 
the method for Eq. (2). 
The probabilistic representation of the solutions, which is discussed in 
Section 2, is critical for the convergence results, for it motivates part of the 
technique, and defines explicitly the function to which our (also probabilistic- 
ally defined) approximations converge. Owing to the probabilistic nature of 
the approach, some of the conditions are probabilistic. (They relate to 
1 In Section 6, we discuss dropping the condition that a0 be strictly positive. 
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properties of the process “generating” (1) or (2).) They are satisfied in many 
applications, and some feeling for them hopefully can be obtained from the 
examples in Section 6. 
Part of our aim is to outline the general approach when there are reflections, 
to show that a class of finite difference approximations converge to the correct 
value, and to give a “physical” probabilistic feeling for the scheme and results 
and for the types of problems that are encountered. Many conditions can be 
weakened. 
2. PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION OF (1) AND (2) 
In this section, suppose that aG, = fl, p(.) = 0, and a(.) is strictly 
elliptic, and suppose that there is a bounded and twice continuously dif- 
ferentiable function $( *) on R’ so that G = {x: 4(x) > 01, 3G = {x: d(x) = 01, 
1 &(x)1 > 1 on 3G, and infXE&#r’(X) y(s)) > 0. Then Strook and Varadhan 
[7] related operators of the type in (2) to the solution of a certain “sub- 
martingale” problem, a relation which will be exploited here to show (among 
other purposes) that the finite difference solutions to (1) and (2) converge to 
certain functions as the difference intervals go to zero and to give a pro- 
babilistic interpretation to the finite difference equations. Let p be either 0 or 
1. Let F(., .) be in2 C?’ and suppose that 
l pFt(x, t) + y’(r)F,(s, t) 2 0 on aG, . (3) 
For each P E c, there is one and only one measure [7] P, on3 C,’ such that 
Pz{~(0) = X} = 1 and 
I+(t), t) - (_I (F&(s), s) + c!ZF(x(s), s)) I&(s)) ds 
‘0 
(4) 
is a submartin~ak for each X(O) = X. Furthermore, there is a continuous 
nondecreasing process u(.), which increases only when x(.) E aG and does 
not depend on F( ., .), such that (a physical interpretation of u( .) will be given 
in the sequel) 
F(.v(t), t) - It (I&, 4 4 =W), s)) W(s)) ds 
0 
- 
j 
,: (&(.i(s), s) -t $(x(s)) F,(x(s), s)) du(s) 
(5) 
2 CF,l denotes the class of bounded, continuous (x, t) functions: G x [0, T] + R 
whose derivatives with respect to t and partial first and second derivatives with 
respect to the xi are uniformly continuous and bounded. F, and F, denote aF/c?t and 
the gradient with respect to x, resp. 
3 Cmr denotes the space of R’ valued continuous functions on G, with the topology 
of uniform convergence on each [0, T]. The same symbol is used for the o-algebra 
which the topology generates on the space. 
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is a martingale. The process X( .) is a strong Feller and a strong Markov 
process and it is locally a diffusion in G. 
Now, let us reintroduce aG, . Define the E,, > 0 neighborhood of 5Gt, 
by NJaG,) E N, . Let rj(*) be a twice continuously differentiable real- 
valued function on N,,; let us assume that ( #.Jx)\ 3 1 on aG, , 
inf &‘(x) y(x) > 0, 
XGJGb 
+(x) = 0 on aGn N,, 
{x: +(x) > 0} n IV,, C G, and {x: $(x) < O> n N,, @ G. Suppose that for each 
initial value x E G, there is a unique continuous process x( .), defined at least 
up to the first “hitting” time on aG, , so that for all F(., .) E C>i satisfying 
(3) (4) is a submartingale (i.e., the submartingale problem in G has a unique 
continuous solution up until the first time of contact with aG,).d Let 
&‘a(~) &(x) >, K 1 +Jx)\” on aGb for some real positive K (i.e., if the 
diffusion is degenerate, it can never be concentrated (at any point “near” aGb) 
in a direction parallel to aG, .) Define (x E G - 8G,) 7 = inf{s: x(s) E aG,> 
(T = co if x(s) $ aG, , all s < UJ) and 7t = inf{s > t: X(S) E aG,}. We need 
the following two conditions. (See examples for an illustration of the condi- 
tions.) Suppose that 
(Al) P&c(T) E a%, n aG,} = 0. 
(A2) Consider the (unreflected) stochastic differential equation 
x(t) = 4~) +- j-tf(.$s,) ds + 1” +(s)) d=(s), t > 7. 
T T 
Suppose that there is no random time pi > T where Pz{~.l > T} > 0 so that a 
solution exists on [T, T1), for which x(t) E G. (Extend f(.), u(.) to a neigh- 
borhood of aG, , if necessary.) 
(Al) is self-explanatory: It serves to avoid the ambiguity that would arise if 
X(T) (w.p. > 0) were on the intersection of the reflecting and absorbing 
boundaries. (A2) is needed to guarantee that (suppose, for the moment, 
that the process is not stopped on hitting aG,) the process cannot hit aG, , 
then continue on until a time 71 > T with p,{T, > T} > 0, with the paths 
remaining in G. (Al) and (A2) seem to hold in very many (if not most) 
applications. 
There is a third condition (A3) on the boundary which is not necessary 
for our method, but simplifies the description of the finite difference approxi- 
mations near aG, and will be introduced in the next section. Now we are 
* Guaranteed [7] if a(.) is strictly positive definite in a neighborhood of aG, , and 
if the unreflected diffusion is unique and defined up until the first hitting time on aG. 
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ready to complete the definition of the solution to (1) 
functions 
B(Z, t) = exp - j;‘P(X(s)) du(s), A(Z, t) = exp - 
and (2). Define the 
DU, t) = A(z, t) B(Z, t), 
and 
W(x) = E, 1’ D(0, s) Q(s)) 1,(x(s)) ds 
0 
+ -VW, 7) W(T)> + Ez- i7 40,s) g(W) 44, 
(6) 
W(x, t) = E,,, [-“’ D(h s) &N) ICC+)) ds + E,,tW 4 @(4 lcTt<r) 
‘t 
+ ET,, s,“nr W, 4 g(W) MS) + E,,tW T) +V)) I(+T) . 
(7) 
Under the conditions of [7] (where CY( .) = /?( .) = 0), if W( .) or W( ., .) are 
smooth enough, then they solve (1) and (2), resp. Conversely, if (1) or (2) 
have smooth solutions, then these solutions equal IV(.) or W(., .) for the 
appropriate zl(.). In any case, we define (6) and (7) to be the solutions of (1) 
and (2) resp., and will show that they are the limits of the finite difference 
approximations. 
In this paper, we will be concerned with convergence of finite difference 
approximations to (1) and (2) with Markov chain approximations to the 
underlying process a(.)> the relation between the two, and with the con- 
vergence properties as the difference intervals go to zero. 
The method of treatment is purely probabilistic. ,4s in [l-6], the finite 
difference equations will be related to the transition probabilities of a Markov 
chain; suitable continuous time interpolations of the chain converge (weakly) 
to the unique solution to the submartingale problem. The solutions to the 
finite difference equations, which are functionals of the Markov chains, 
converge to W( *) or W( *, *) as the intervals go to zero. The continuous time 
interpolations of the chain, when its state is “near” aG, depends on whether 
p == 1 or 0 (or, equivalently, on the desired local time process u(.)). The 
procedure gives some insight into the approximations of diffusions with 
boundary conditions and information on the approximation time-scaling 
when the process is on the boundary. The invariance theorem does not 
completely include that in [7] and conversely, and gives an automatic method 
for the “inverse problem” of finding an approximating chain to the reflected 
diffusion. 
Until further notice, the discussion pertains to (1). 
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3. THE FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 
Let h denote the finite difference interval in each direction (a notationally 
convenient, but not a necessary assumption) and e, denote the unit vector in 
the ith coordinate direction. Let Rh7 denote any h-finite difference grid in R7. 
Define the set aGbh in r? n Rhr as follows: x E aGbh if x E i: n Rh7 and either 
x E aG, or there is a neighboring pointy $ G (y = x & eih or x & efh & ejh 
or x f e,h T ejh for some i or i,j (i # j)) such that the line connecting x and y 
crosses aG, . Define Gh = G n RhF - aGbh. The set aGbh corresponds to 
the “discretized” reflecting boundary, and G, corresponds to the discretized 
interior of G. 
Now, we are prepared to define the finite difference approximations to (1). 
For x E G, , we use (8)-(10): 
V,i(x) - [V(x + e,h) - V(x)]/h 
-+ [V(x) - L’(x - eih)]/h 
if ii(X) > 0 
if fi(.Y) < 0 (8) 
V,,Jx) + [V(.r + e,h) - 2V(x) + V-(x - ejh)]/h2. 
For i#j and CZ,~(X) > 0 
Vzil,(x) + [21’(x) + V(x + eih + e,h) + V(x - e,h - eih)]/2hz 
- [V(x + eih) + V(x - efh) + V(x + ejh) + b’(x - ejh)]/2h*. 
(104 
For i f j and a,j(X) < 0, 
Vxilj(x) + - [2V(x) + l’(x + eih - e,h) + V(x - e,h + e,h)]/2h’ 
+ [V(X + eih) + V(x - e,h) + V(x + ejh) + V(X - ejh)]/2h2. 
(lob) 
For x E G, , define 
Q)hcX) = 2. C a,,(x) - C I Q(x)I + h C I ft(X)I 
E i+j i 
i.j 
(11) 
and suppose that5 
aii(x) - C I aij(x)l > 0 
ifi 
i.j 
all i, j. 
5 The reason for the condition is to guarantee the nonnegativeness of certain terms 
in the finite difference equations. If the intervals depend on the direction, or Rhr 
rotated. or both, the condition can be weakened. 
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Suppose also that there are positive real K’, K” so that 
K’h:’ < h”/Q*(x) = M(x) < K”h. (12) 
For x E aGbh (for the discretization of (lb)), we use 
Vri(x) -+ [V(x + e,h) - V(x)]/h, if Y&> 3 0 
-+ [V(x) - V(x - eih)]/h if T%(x) < 0. (13) 
Now, let us introduce the last condition: 
(A3) For x E aG, and all small h (say h < E,,), x + e,h * sign(yi(.lc)) E G, 
where sign(O) = 0. 
The condition can be eliminated by the use of a more complex approxima- 
tion near aG, . Such approximations, consistent with our needs, will always 
exist. 
Define the function ph( *, .) as follows: 
p”(x, x + eih f ejh) = &x)/QA(x) 
ph(x, x - e,h f ejh) = &x)/Q,(x). 
For x E aGah, define 
ph(x, x 5 e&J = ri*(4/l r(x)1 . 
For x E Gh + aGbh and any y not covered above, define p”(~, y) = 0. For 
x E aGala, define ph(x, y) = a,, . 
Next we substitute (8)-(10) into (la) and (13) into (lb), collect terms and 
denote the solution to the finite difference equation by P(x), divide by Qn(x), 
the contributions to the coefficient of V(x) from (8)-(lo), and get 
P(x) = c Vh(x & e,h) p”(x, x f e,h) 
is* 
+ C Vh(x + eih f ejh)p”(x, x + e,h 5 ejh) - dP(x) a(x) F(x) 
i#i 
i.j 
+ i Vh(x - eih f ejh)ph(x, x - e,h f e,h) + k(x) dP(x), 
i#j 
i.j 
f XEG~, (144 
Vh(x) = c ph(x, x & eih) Vn(x f eih) + f$ - f$$ Vh@9, 
i.i 1 
V(x) = B(s), 
x E aGbh, I rw = 1 I rdx>l - (14b) 
m E (Rh7 - Gh - aGbh) d BGah. (14c) 
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Condition (A3) guarantees that the x 5 e,h involved in (14b) are all in G; 
i.e., in the discretized problem, there is no “reflection” to the outside of G. 
Let us approximate (14a), (14b) by more familiar forms. To each side of 
(14a) add &h(x) (II(X) Vh(x) and divide both sides by (1 + a(~) UP) (appro- 
ximating the latter inverse by 1 - a(~) d@(x)) to get (15a), and similarly 
for (15b), where we define BUD = h/l r(x)1 . 
Vh(X) = (1 - 44 othw) ,& Vh(Y) Ph(X, Y) 
+ (1 - a(X) N(x)) k(x) dP(X), XEGh (1% 
V(X) = (1 - P(X) dUh(.Y)) 1 Vh( y) p+, y) 
3.ERh' 
+ (1 - B(4 du"(4) g(4 dUh@), x E aGbh (15b) 
F(X) = e(x), .Y E BGuh. (15c) 
With our assumptions and choices of finite difference approximations, the 
p”(~, y) are nonnegative and sum (over y) to unity, for each X. They are thus 
one-step transition probabilities for a Markov chain on the state space Rhr. 
Suppose that we denote the variables of the chain by {tnh}. The chain is 
reflected from aGbk and is absorbed on first leaving G. As in [l-6], this 
probabilistic interpretation of the finite difference coefficients allows an 
interesting probabilistic treatment of the convergence properties of the 
solution to (15). Define Nh = min{n: tlah E 8Gah}. Then (15) is a backward 
equation for the chain {tnk} and the solution is unique. Define .4tih 3 d th(fih) 
(for tik E Gh), ugk = 0 and 
u;+l = uih t- (hlI Y(5i”)l) 1i3Gb”(SiA) E uil’ + dUih, 
Byi, I) = fi (1 - /3(&h) du,“), 
j=i 
and 
P(i, 1) = Ah@, Z) P(i, 2). 
Then (15) has the unique solution 
Nh-1 
Np,-1 
+ Wh(O, Ni, - 1) e(&,J + Ez c D"(o, i)g(fih) duih. 
i=O 
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Ultimately, it will be shown that B*(O, i) and A*(O, i) are asymptotically 
equivalent to (exp - C:=, /3(fj”) dup) and [exp {&, LX(@) dtjlrlG1(&*)], 
resp., and either form can be used in (15) or (16). 
Our aim is to prove the convergence of V”(X) to the IV(x) given by (6), 
where x(*) solves the stated submartingale problem. For this, following the 
method of [l-6], we need to introduce a piecewise constant, right continuous, 
continuous time interpolation E”(a) of the chain (fnh}. All we need do is 
determine the time intervals on which the interpolated (piecewise constant) 
process E”(.) is constant. For tih E Gh , the correct interpolation is given in 
[l]-[6]. Indeed, let gih denote the smallest u-algebra which measures fnh, 
n <i. Then for fib E Gh [l-6], 
-C&+, - 5; = f(Q) Ati and 8+, = 5ih +.I(&‘) 4” + A” 
where the {pi”) are orthogonal and 
cov flih (given Bib) = 24&h) Atih + o(AQ)), 
where o(a) is uniform in h, i, w. Thus Atih is the natural interpolation interval 
when fib E Gh . For the moment, suppose that AP(x) is also defined for 
x E i3Gbh. Then define 
i-l 
tih = C Ati”, 
s=O 
and define E”(t) by 
t”(t) = Eih, 
Note that 
h 
7h = tN, , -Mth = max{i: tih ,< t}, 
t E [tih, tR1) = [tih, tih + A$). 
Define @s, t), &s, t), and Dfi(s, t) as the piecewise constant (over [Q, tf+J) 
interpolations of the Ah(i, I), etc. 
Several physically meaningful definitions are possible for At”(x), x E 13Gbh. 
Indeed, that definition determines whether p = 0 or 1 and how much time 
f”( *) (and, eventually x( 0)) spends on the boundary aGbh (resp., aG,). We will 
consider the extreme cases (called scaling 1) Ath(x) = h/l r(x)1 and (called 
scaling 2) Ath(x) = ha/] r(x)/ , the former interval sometimes denoted by 
zh(x) and the latter, ah(x), although the supercap will be omitted when an 
argument is valied for both scalings. 
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Next, we define the nondecreasing functions ii”(.) and Ch(.) by 
S(O) = S(O) = 0 and on [Q, tX1) 
diih(t) = dtr{$&*“) (scaling 1) 
dch(t) = Wh) 4Il,h&*h) (scaling 2). 
The increments of C”(e) and I+(.) on z: and ziih, resp., are the same, but 
the latter is more “spread out,” and the limit will be absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
Now, we complete the definition of the continuous time interpolation of 
tih by defining, in all cases, 
5%) = t?, t E PP, c+,>, 
where, again, the definition of Atih (for tih E aGbh) is either unimportant or 
will be clear from the context. We can now write (16) as 
Vh(x) = E, j’” Dh(O, t) W”(t)) IG~(~~(s)) ds+ E,Dh(O, Q) Wh(d 
0 
(17) 
+ -Cc f” Dh(O, t) g(th(t)> du”(t) + S(h), 
0 
where uh( .) is either tih( .) or i~“( m). 
4.,SOME AUXILIARY ESTIMATES FOR THE SEQUENCES {f,"} AND {p(-)> 
We denote by 6(h) any function, real or vector-valued, which goes to zero 
as h--f 0, uniformly in all other variables. Also, K or Ki will denote real 
numbers, whose values may change from usage to usage, and all o(At), o(du) 
terms are uniform in W, h, i. When an o(e) term is used in a statement, the 
implication is that there is a term satisfying the conditions on o( 0) for which 
the statement is true. Twill be a fixed, but arbitrary positive real number. Let 
BSh denote the smallest u-algebra which measures th(t), t < s. Let N, denote 
the set N,(BG,) n G, where IV,(A) is an c-neighborhood of the set A. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 < s < t < T. There are real numbers KT , KTf, Kt for 
which, for t > s, and scaling a, 
Ea,h[uh(t) - u”(s)]” < K;(t - s) + O(h”) (18) 
J+ I th(t) - 5”(s)l” f K;(t - s) + W) (19) 
-% s,‘^’ IN,(~~(s)) ~o,(Sh(4) ds < KT~. (20) 
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Proof. The proofs follow the arguments in Strook and Varadhan [7], 
suitably adapted to our sequence {fn”}. Define Sfi” = (!+I - lib. Let 
F(., .) E cy, and write for any St, A, 
F(x + St, t + A) --F(x, t) 
= [F(x, t + A) - F(x, t)] + [F(x + Sf, t + A) - F(N, t + A)] (21) 
= F&v, t) A + F,‘(x, t) SiT + BSf’F,,(x, t) St + Q(t, SC!, A), 
where (for some 6’r , 0, E [0, 11) 
Qtt, SE> A) 
= &?[F,,(x + 0,&f, t + A) -F&G t + A)] Si? 
+ [F&z, t + A) - F&r, t)]’ St + &Ss’[F,,(.r, t + A) - F&r, t)] St 
+ [Ft(x, t + 44 - Fttx> t)l A. 
Now, let t = tih, A = Atih, St = Sfi”, denote Qih = Q(tih, Seih, Atih) in (21) 
and write, for Stih E Gh , 
= F,(t,“, t,n) Atih + YF(,$<h, tik) Atih + Qi” + Hih $- J,“, 
where 
Hi” = $[(Sgi”)’ Fxz(Eih, tih) SEih - 2 trace Fss(tih, tih) . a(fih, tih) At:] 
Ji” = F,‘([i”, tih) (S[fh - f(fi”) Atih). 
Now 
Eai,Hih = o(At,“), E’i,Jih = 0, Eai hQiTL = o(Atih). 
For Eih E aG,h, we have the expansion 
F(‘(5” z+l , &) - F(5:, t:) = iWih, tih) Atih + Fz’(hh, tih) r(s?) dUih 
+ Lib + Fz’(kh, tih) [@in - r(C9 dUihl. 
The conditional expectation (given 3YBi”) of the last term is zero and for some 
random Ot*i and t9:*’ with values in [0, I], 
Lib = [FJ[: + @%f~) - F%(S;.h, t:)]’ Sgi 
+ [F&$ ti” + B;miAt:) -F@:, ti”)] At,” 
and 
1 Lib 1 = o(duih) = O(h2) + o(Atih). 
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Define Iii” = 1 if i < N,, and fib E G, , and zero otherwise, and I& = 1 if 
i < Nh and Eih E aGbh, and zero otherwise. We can then write 
F(tnh, tnh n Q) -F(x,O) 
n-1 
= 1 [Ft([jh, tj”) + ZF((j”, tjh)] AtjhIjh 
j=O 
n-1 
+ c LOi + @4h>l 
j=O 
where Esihoi = o(AQ), and indeed, o(dQ) = O(h2) + o(Atih). 
Let & *) E P(G) be a function which is equal to 4( *) on NE0 and nonnegative 
in G and let F(*, -) = $( 0). Then (22) yields that the function Mih defined by 
(23) is a Martingale, for any nonanticipative random variable k (i > k), 
Similarly the sequence defined by (24) is a Martingale 
i-l 
- zk [o(Atih> + 4khll* (24) 
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Since the conditional expectations (given Bi”) of (23) and (24) are zero, we 
can write 
Now, note that 
Thus, the third sum on the right of (25) is b ounded in absolute value by both 
sides of the inequality 
i-l i-l 
2K2Ea,h C h dUjtLIr,, < KsEa,h C AtjhIf,.c, . 
j-k jsk 
(27) 
Substituting the estimates (26) (27) into (25) and noting that &fPh) times 
the last sum in (25) is nonnegative (note that, if tkh $ G, + aGbh, then all 
I& = 0, j > h), we get 
i-l i-l 
EB~[&C‘~XV~) - &4'hh)l" ,< K&akh C Atjhrtj<Nhj + ELS," & 4dUih). (28) 
j=k 
The mean-square value (conditioned on akh) of (23) is bounded above by 
KEBk, x;i: (AQ + o(dujh)). (Check the expectation, conditioned on gkh, 
of the square of the last two sums in (22) when taken from K to i - 1.) This 
observation and the estimate (28) yield the bound (29) on the second sum in 
(13)~ 
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which yields (using o(dujh) = o(dtjh) + O(P)) 
(30) 
which is equivalent to (18). 
To prove (19), we write 
i-l i-l 
5i" - 5: = c [f(tj") A$ + Bj"] Ij" + 1 ~(5;) dujh&, 
j=k j-k 
i-l 
= A + B + C. 
Now, 
i-l 
E.+.,” [B I2 < KEBkh c Atjh + 6(h). 
j=k 
The terms in C are orthogonal and of the order of h, hence, 
and (19) follows. 
To prove (20), define the function Q(*): Rf + Rf, by I = (c - Y)~/c 
for Irl <c< q, , ~JY) = 0 for [ Y I 3 E. Define &(e) = 9E 0 4 = ~~($(a)). 
Note that (4 = derivative) 
i-l 
i-l i-l 
+ -Gkh 2 4,MihN 9,‘(~~) r(Eih) h% + 1 OPjh). 
j=k j-k 
(31) 
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An analysis of the o(e) terms shows that they are proportional to E. (They are 
linear in the first derivative $ .) Also, h(r) ,< E*, 4,(r) < 3~, and 
i&(y) = 6[1 - Y/C]. The next to last term in (31) is bounded by 
by (30). Combining the cited facts with the fact that 
uniformly on N, for small E, yields 
i-l i-l i-l 
Ea," 1 Atih-hhL#j h < EK ) El/* c At;" + E 1 At> + S[h) + 1 (32) 
j&z j=h j& 1 
which is equivalent to (20). Q.E.D. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE {th(.)) 
Fix T to be a large, but arbitrary, positive real number and m some integer. 
Define the space, DTm, of Rm valued functions on [0, T] that are right con- 
tinuous, have left-hand limits and no jump at t = T. Endow Drm with the 
Skorokhod topology [S, Sect. 141, under which it is equivalent to a complete 
separable metric space. Convergence of a sequence yn(.) to y(.) in DTrn 
implies pointwise convergence at all points of continuity of y( .), and uniform 
convergence on any compact set which does not include the points of dis- 
continuity of y( .). A sequence {P,} of measures on DTnl is said to be tight if it 
is weakly sequentially compact. If the sequence {P,} is tight and corresponds 
to the sequence of processes (~~(a)}, we will say that the sequence {y”(e)} is 
tight. If {Pn} is tight, there is a weakly sequentially convergent subsequence 
{P,J which converges to a measure P( .) on DTm, to which a separable process 
y(.) with paths in D," w.p.1. corresponds. We do not need to distinguish 
between processes with paths in D, m that induce the same measure on DTm. 
Then, since DTm is a complete separable matric space, we can apply the 
Lemma of Skorokhod [9, p. 2811 and assume that all our processes are 
defined on the same sample space and that weak convergence implies that 
P{y”‘(.) +y(.), i-t CD} = I 
where the convergence is in the topology of DTm. 
Neglecting the jumps at T, if any, in our case (which we can do with no 
loss in generality), the processes {Eh(.), t < T} have paths in DTr w.p.1. If 
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y”(O) = y(0) is fixed, then [8, Theorems 15-5, 8-31 imply that {yn(*)} (with 
paths in DTr w.p.1.) is tight if for each positive E and 7, there is a S E (0, 1) and 
an integer n, so that P{j y”(O)1 > N} -+ 0 as N--f 00, uniformly in n, 
fY SUP I u”(t) -Y”(S)/ 3 4 < $6 113 no 7 O<s<t<t+G<T. 
aqf<s+s (33) 
In this case the limit y(.) is continuous w.p.1. Equation (33) is implied if 
(34) 
for some a > 0, b > 0. 
Theorem 15.3 and the proof of Theorem 15.6 in [8] imply that (Z’,(e)} is 
tight in Drm, if (for all 0 < t, < t < t, < T) 
E 1 y"(t) - y"(t,)l' I y"(h) - y”(t)l’ < K I t, - t, I2 (35) 
and 
‘$y %z E[ sup I y”(t) -y”(s)! + sup ! y”(t) - yR(s)l] = 0. (36) + oq<tgs T-b;s<t<T 1,. 
Equation (36) is easy to show in our case and will not be dealt with here. 
Write (the O(.) appears in (37) because if t # tih for some i, the left and 
right sides may differ by at most one term of each of the sums on the right) 
ek(t) = x +Fh(t) + P(t) + P(t) + F(t) + O(h) (37) 
where 
Nth-1 
P(t) = 1 f(p) AQIih 
i=O 
N,h-1 N,h-1 
Ilk(t) = c gYik, r”(t) = c y(g) &$I;,, 
i=O i=O 
N*h-I (i\~+l)nN, 
Hh(t) = c [@i” - &ti”) dUih] I;,b , %O) = c Atih. 
i=O i=O 
(~~(a) is the “accumulation” of time-until absorbtion for t”(e).) 
THEOREM 1. The sequence {p(m), Fh( .), Bh( .), T~( .) n T, P( .), W(e), G(a)} 
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is tight in OF+‘. All limits of convergent subsequences are continuous w.p.1. and 
Hh(.) -+ 0 as h + 0. 
Proof. In [2], the (unstopped versions of the) sequences {P(f)}, (P(t)) 
are shown to satisfy (33). The summands of Hih = Hh(tih) are orthogonal 
and Ea; / Stih - ~(6~“) duih I2 ~1 Kh duih. Thus, using the Martingale 
inequality of Doob [IO, p. 3171, 
St”-1 
E sup ( Hih 1’ < 4E ! Hh,; !2 -<, 4KhE c duih- 0 
O&Nt”--I i=,l 
as h -j 0, by (18). Thus, Hh(t) _jp 0 and can be neglected. In the case where 
(scaling 1) At,” = h/j r(&“)l for fib E aG,h, the growth in Fh(t) is at most 
linear with time (in steps of size of the order of h) and it is easy to verify 
that (33) or (34) holds for {rh(*)). I n any case, (35) holds by (18). The sequence 
{u”(a)> is tight in D$ for the reason that {Ph(*)) is. Obviously, {TV n T) 
is tight and all limits must be continuous. 
To complete the proof, all we need show is the continuity w.p.1. of any 
limit of a convergent subsequence of {P(.)) under scaling 2. (The same 
argument implies the continuity of any limit of a convergent subsequence of 
the {&(.)I under scaling 2.) Such limiting paths are in OTT, in any case. 
Suppose that P( .) + r( .), and Eh( a) + x(.), w.p.1. in the Skorokhod topology. 
Then by the construction of P(.), any jumps of r(.) would correspond to 
jumps of x(.) from a point x on 8G, to another pointy on aG,. Such a jump 
would correspond to a continuous movement of w(a) along the boundary 
from x to y, if the limit were taken under scaling 1. Although we omit the 
details, it can be shown that the path of x(.) (under scaling 1) cannot lie on 
the boundary 8G, for any nonzero time interval, w.p.1. Q.E.D. 
Henceforth, we pick and $x a convergent subsequence and denote the generic 
index again 6y h. Later, it will be shown that the distributions of the limit 
are independent of the particular subsequence. Define the random process 
am by lim ,,- Th(t) n T, t < T. T is fixed until further notice. 
THEOREM 2. The limit x(e), (t -<, T n T) is the unique solution to the sub- 
martingale problem. (Owing to the uniqueness the distributions of the limit 
do not depend on the particular subsequence chosen.) 
Proof. First note that, by w.p.1. uniform convergence of [*(.) to x(.), 
T IT T ,( lim h+O -rh n T = y=(T), w.p.1. for any T; i.e., on some w set, the 
first hitting time (or T, if there is no contact) of x(.) on aG, on the interval 
[0, T] may be less than ?JT), the limit of the hitting times (or T) of the 
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convergent approximations e”( 0). Let F( -, -) E C$‘, and define the term (see 
(22)) 
n-1 
&" = F&h, tnh n Th) - F(x, 0) - c [F,(Sjh, tjy + 6PF([jh, tjh)] LbjhIjh 
j=O 
+ C(tjR, jk)r(5ih) I dujnI;,t, 
n-1 
+ jTo L°Crltjh) + o(dUjh)l* 
From (22), we see that {Gnh) is a martingale. Consider two cases: 
dth(x)/duh(x) = 1 (p = 1, scaling 1) 
dP(x)/d&(x) + 0 (p = 0, scaling 2) 
(clearly intermediate cases are possible as well). In the second case, the first 
component of the second sum in (38) is asymptotically negligible. Suppose 
that 
pFt(x, t) +F,‘(x, t) y(x) >, 0, 
and define the functions 
on bGr, (39) 
Gh(t) = Wh(t), t n 4 --F(x, 0) - j”“’ Pt(th(4 4 + ~~(Sh(s), 41 I&-*(s)) ds 
0 
c”(t) = Ghlt) - I,‘“’ [&(th(S), S> f &‘(fh(s), d y(th(s))l duh(4. 
Then, using (39), and the martingale property of the {Gih}, it can be easily 
shown that, for any integer q and any continuous function g(a), and any q + 2 
real numbers 0 f t, < t, < t, < u < t < T, we have 
25 &(PTt&., 4Yt,)) [Gh(t) - G”(u)1 3 0. + (40) 
Thus, due to the arbitrariness of the t, ,..., t, , U, t and of the function g(.), 
if Gh( *) has a limit G( .), then that limit is a submartingale on [0, T]. Similarly, 
we note for later use, that any limit of Gh( .) . is a martingale. Let us investigate 
whether there is a limit. 
For s < 7 n T, th(s) -+ x(s) uniformly w.p.1. By this uniform convergence, 
and (20), IGh([*(s)) -+ Io(x(s)) for almost all w, s (s < T n T). Substituting 
these (almost everywhere) limits into Gh(t) yields the submartingale 
G(t) = Wt), t) -I+, 0) - jfnT[F,(x(s), s) + cYF(x(s), s)] I&(s)) ds. (41) 
0 
Thus, x(.) solves the submartingale problem for t < 7 n T. Q.E.D. 
409/53/3-‘3 
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Remark. The above proof is valid for ?r( 7’) replacing 7 n T: The process 
.x(.) is defined up to F,(T). 
THEOREM 3. lim,,, Q n T = T n T w.p.1. 
Proof. Suppose TV > 7 n T on a nonnull set d, . Note that, by 
construction, -r(t) E G on [T n T, ?r(T)). By assumption 
P&V(~) E 2%?, n i?G,} = 0; 
the probability is zero that exit takes place on the boundary (relative to aG) 
of aGb . Then we have a contradiction to Assumption (112). Q.E.D. 
6. THE CONVERGENCE OF Fk(x) TO W(x) 
THEOREM 4. Vk(x) -+ W(x) as h -+ 0. 
Proof. Because IX(X) 3 01s > 0, it is enough to show the convergence of 
the terms in (17) to those in (6) for T n T,~ and T n 7 replacing Q and 7, 
respectively. We have 
NTh 
jz (duj”)” < Kk[u’(T) - ~~(0) + O(k)] + 0 w.P.~., as h + 0, 
since zck(t) converges to u(t) uniformly w.p.1. Also, &O, t) = Bk(O, 71, n t) 
(since dujk = 0 for j > iVk - 1) and 
1 Bh(O, t) - exp - 1”‘” /3(&?(s)) d&(s) ) -+ 0 w.p.1. 
Now p(t”(.)) -/3(x(.)) uniformly w.p.1. Thus, 
s 
tnr 
Bh(O, t) + exp - @(s)) du(s) w.p.1. for t < T. o 
w.p.1. fort < T. 
By the same argument, the second term in Gk(*) (see below (39)) has the 
limit 
s 
tn7 
b~t(-N 4 + ~z’W, 4 AWI d44, 
0 
and G(t) = limk, en(t) is a martingale. It can be deduced from [7] (using 
the uniqueness of the solution of the submartingale problem in K and some 
“pieceing together”) that the measure u(.) increases only when x(s) E aGI, 
and is the measure involved in (5). Thus, lim,, Bh(O, t) = B(0, t) w.p.1. 
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By Theorem 3 and the fact that lcJfh(s)) I(s+h-,Tl - 1,(x(s)) I{~,+,-,rl for 
almost all (s, w), we have for almost all (s, w), that &O, t) --+ JO, t) and that 
Dye, T) e(p(Tk n T)) --f B(0, T) e(x(7 n T)) 
I 
T@T 
0 
Dk(O, t) g(E"(t)) dq) - j '"o(O, t) g(x(t>) W) 
0 
ihnT D”(0, t) &Sk(t)) &,(P(t)) dt ---f j;n=D(O, t) Q(t)) I&(t)) dt, 
from which the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
The case where a(.) = 0. The introduction of the positive discounting 
term a(*) eliminates the need to consider whether the exit times 7, ‘TV are 
finite or not. If a( .) = 0, the situation is more complicated. To guarantee (say) 
that E, JQ” K(tk(s)) ds ---f E, ji K(x(s)) d s f or all bounded and continuous 
K( .), we need that 
(A4) suph E27,, < co and that the (rk} are uniformly integrable. 
These6 conditions and (A2) (which implies TV + 7 w.p.1.) guarantee that 
E*T < co and E 1 rh - T I--+ 0 as h -+ 0 through any convergent subse- 
quence. It is often not hard to verify (A4) in examples. It is implied if 
inf 
*.eG,,+iiGbh 
p,{T, < T] > P > 0. 
for some real T > 0, E > 0, and all small h. ((42) implies that all moments of 
7h are uniformly bounded in h.) Condition (A4) holds in the nondegenerate 
case. See the examples below for some illustrations of conditions under which 
(42) holds. 
We can also work as follows. For x E aG, , define 7 = inf{t > 0: x(t) E aGa> 
and extend the uniqueness condition to hold for x E G, t >, 7. Assume 
inf P,{T < T) 3 E > 0 rcC: (427 
for some real T, E > 0. Then (42’) implies (42). If (42) fails, then for some - 
x+x~:G, Th+oo, 
o The uniform integrability condition was incorrectly omitted from [2, 4, 51. In 
these references it is guaranteed, e.g., if inf,,c I ai,(x)l > 0 for some i, or under any 
condition guaranteeing (42). See [l] for a proof of (42) in one class of examples. 
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But the measures corresponding to (t”(.)} (initial conditions JC,J are tight 
and each convergent subsequence converges weakly to a solution of the 
submartingale problem with initial condition s. Then, the uniqueness and 
(42’) contradicts (42”). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G = (0, 1) C R1 with (0) = aG, , {I} = %G, , 
a = a*(x)/2, where inf,,, U”(X) > 0. Then (Al) obviously holds. If .v = 1, 
then the process x(t) = x + $~(x(s)) ds + ji u(x(s)) dw(s) crosses the aG, 
infinitely often in any finite interval, since inf, u(x) > 0. Thus, (A2) holds. 
Via an argument like that used in a similar situation in the example in [I], 
it can be shown that (42) holds: In particular, we define another one-dimen- 
sional process whose behavior dominates that of the {&,“> (particularly, the 
probability of absorbtion at 1 in any time interval is smaller for the new 
process) and whose properties are easy to calculate. Define the Markov chain 
i*nh: on Rhl as follows. There are constants K, > 0, KI > 0 for which 
ph(x, x + h) > (lKh K,,h)/Z, K,P 2 dP(zc). Define the time interval’ 
for $nh to be dt (x) = K,h2 and the transition probabilities to be 
qh(.v, x + h) = (1 - K&)/2, @(s, s - h) = (1 + K&)/2, N E Gh , with 
reflection at 0 and absorbti% at 1. The conditional (on I&~) averages of 
*t+, -A+nh is -(K,,/K,) ot(1,5,~) and the conditional covariance is 
(l/k;) oth(z,+&k) + O(P). Fix T > 0. We can show that for any 6 > 0 
there is a Kz6 > 0 so that 
3 Kz6 > 0. (43) 
The proof is an elaboration of a somewhat similar result given in the example 
in [I] and is related to the fact that a Wiener process with any constant drift 
has a nonzero probability of reaching a, before a,, where a, > a,, for any 
initial value in (a,, al). 
To show (42), we only need to show that for some 6 > 0, there is a KS6 > 0 
so that 
&P,,{+*(t) > 8, some t < T/2) 3 KS6 > 0. 
If (44) is false, then there is a sequence 6, --+ 0, h - 0 so that 
(W 
l,j~ P,,{#h(t) 3 8, , some t < Tj2) = 0. + 
But then, the unique limiting process (the solution to the submartingale 
’ The interval for the continuous time interpolation Q(e). 
s For Snh e (0, 1). 
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problem with f(x) = -(K,IK,), 2a(x) = l/K,) spends the time interval 
[0, T/2] at 0, if it starts htere, w.p.l., which is impossible, so (44) holds. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = {x: 1 xi 1 < 2, 1 x j > l}, and a(*) strictly positive 
definite, with aGb = {x: 1 x ( = l}, 8G, = {x: ) Xi 1 = 2 for some i}. (Al) 
holds, and so does (A2), since the local “wild” behavior of the Wiener process 
determines the local behavior of x(t), when x(t) E SG, . To show (A4), we 
can proceed along the lines of Example 1. It can be shown that (for any T > 0) 
there is a S > 0 and Ks6 > 0 so that 
inE Pz{Eh(t) 6 N8,some t < T/2) 3 KS6 > 0. WY 
h 
Here, too, the proof is by contradiction. If (45) is false, it implies that (for 
some x E 3G,) any limiting process with initial condition x spends the time 
interval [0, T/2] on aGr, , an impossibility. If tnh 6 m8 (for some S > 0), we 
can construct a one-dimensional chain {#nh} and process {V(t)}, whose exit 
probabilities (from one of the four sides) are no greater than that for the 
X2 
aGb aGb 
i,y 
h 
C9 c, 
C I 10 
- c’ 
5 , cz _, c, c \ 
i2\peL’ki.,-‘. 
aGb ‘dG, 3% 
FIG. 1. The region for Example 3. 
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{eh(t)} over any interval [0, T/2] and which has an exit probability (exit before 
hitting aGbh) which is bounded away from zero, uniformly in h, and in the 
initial condition x, for x E$ N6 . This and (45) imply (42). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let &, = xp dt, dx, =f.(x) dt + dw. Here the diffusion is 
only in the x, direction, and we assume that the submartingale problem has a 
unique solution. The “drift” is roughly indicated by the arrows. X(T) will lie 
on the intersections Cz n (C, + C’s) and C, A (C, n C’s) w.p.0. Thus (Al) 
holds. 
We now check (A2). C, and C, are inaccessible. The corners ir , i, , is , ij 
are inaccessible w.p.l., as are i, and is. The driftf,(x) = x2 pulls the process 
out of G w.p.l., if it is on the boundaries C, or C,, . On C, and C, , the local 
wild vertical behavior of x(t) guarantees that no solution to the stochastic 
differential equation, if started on C, or C, , can stay entirely in G over any 
interval (except on a null w-set). Thus (A2) holds. 
It can also be shown that (A4) holds, although we will not give any details. 
If a point is in N6 or in the band {x: 1 x2 1 < S}, we can show that there is a 
nonzero probability KX6( T) independent of initial x, and of h, for small h, that 
the process t”(.) will be, at least once on [0, T/2], in the band 
for some 6 > 0. Given an initial condition x E B, , we can show that (for 
large enough T) there is a nonzero probability K,“(T) (independent of x and h 
for small h) of hitting the sides. These facts imply (42). 
7. THE PARABOLIC EQUATION (2) 
Only some simple changes are required. Since T is finite, (A4) is not 
necessary. We use the finite difference approximations of [3, 51. In (8)-(lo), 
evaluate the derivatives at t + d; i.e., iffi(x, t) > 0, 
V.&c, t) -+ [V(x + eih, t + A) - F-(x, t + A)],‘h. 
For d > 0, let vt(x, t) - [v-(x, t + d) - V(x, t)]/o. Assume that 
(This can be weakened via use of different hi for each direction.) For IV E G, , 
the transition probabilities for the approximating chain ([>“} (now depending 
on both finite difference intervals h, d) are exactly as given in [3, 51, and the 
interpolation times are A there. If p = 0, then (13) is used on aG,“. Then the 
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interpolation times on the boundary can be random, but, due to the time 
scaling (scaling 2), in the limit, the time on the boundary is zero, and for 
numerical purposes, we do not count it. Thus, evaluate the right side of (13) 
at t; i.e., if yi(x, t) > 0, Vzi(*T, t) + [V(x + e&, t) - V(x, t)]/h. 
On aG,h, under scaling 1 (p = l), use (13) evaluated at t + d; i.e., if 
Yi(X, t) 3 0, Kz;@, t) -+ [V(x + eJz, t + d) - V(w, t + d)]/h, and 
Vt(x, t) - [V(x, t + d) - V(/(x, t)]/A, and d is the constant interpolation 
interval on aG,h also. Denoting the finite difference solution by VJ(., .), 
the finite difference equations take the form (for p = l), 
vh+, t) = (1 - ol(X, t) d) c p;+, y) P’“(J’, t + d) 
YE&,’ 
+ (1 - c+, t) d) R(s, t) A, XEGh, t = iA < T, 
vy.~, t) = (1 - P(x, t) A) VEX, t + A) (1 - $ c i Y&-, t)l) 
z 
+ C V(x f e,h, t + A) “‘y t) 
i,i 1 
(47) 
+ (1 - P(m, t) A) g(x, t) A, t = iA < T, s E aGbh x [0, T) 
Vh,“(x,T) = v(x), x E % 
vyx, t) = e(x), N E SGah x [0, T). 
Assuming that all the coefficients are nonnegative, we construct the chains 
(&“} and processes {p*“(.)}. Tightness and convergence also can be shown. 
We need to add the condition that the limit process does not exit, except on a 
null set, on the intersection (T) x aG, . 
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